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Abstract— We propose EMS®, a cloud-enabled massive com-
putational experiment management system supporting high-
throughput computational robotics research. Compared to ex-
isting systems, EMS® features a sky-based pipeline orchestrator
which allows us to exploit heterogeneous computing environ-
ments painlessly (e.g., on-premise clusters, public clouds, edge
devices) to optimally deploy large-scale computational jobs
(e.g., with more than millions of computational hours) in an
integrated fashion. Cornerstoned on this sky-based pipeline
orchestrator, this paper introduces three abstraction layers of
the EMS® software architecture: (i) Configuration manage-
ment layer focusing on automatically enumerating experimental
configurations; (ii) Dependency management layer focusing on
managing the complex task dependencies within each exper-
imental configuration; (iii) Computation management layer
focusing on optimally executing the computational tasks using
the given computing resource. Such an architectural design
greatly increases the scalability and reproducibility of data-
driven robotics research leading to much-improved productiv-
ity. To demonstrate this point, we compare EMS® with more
traditional approaches on an offline reinforcement learning
problem for training mobile robots. Our results show that
EMS® outperforms more traditional approaches in two mag-
nitudes of orders (in terms of experimental high throughput
and cost) with only several lines of code change. We also
exploit EMS® to develop mobile robot, robot arm, and bipedal
applications, demonstrating its applicability to numerous robot
applications.

Index Terms— computational robotics, cloud robotics, mas-
sive computational experiments, sky computing

I. INTRODUCTION

We are witnessing the emergence of massive computation
as a fundamental strategy in modern robotics research. For
example, OpenAI uses 6,144 CPU cores and 8 GPUs to
train a robot hand manipulation policy [1] for about 50
hours, and Deepmind takes 340 million training steps to
train AlphaGo [2], with 50 GPUs for about 500 hours.
More examples include not only traditional hardware robots
such as legged locomotion [3]–[11], manipulation [12]–
[21], and navigation [22]–[30], but also software robots
like conversational agents [31]–[35] and game AI [36]–[40].
Though these research fields are seemingly diversified, they
address the same scientific question: “Which configuration is
optimal for a given utility?” A principled approach that sys-
tematically answers this question is massive computational
experiments [41], which complements two other important
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Fig. 1. Examples of EMS®on robotics experiments. (a) shows
bipedal training tasks on public cloud computation, (b) illustrates
motion planning tasks of a robot arm, on a private cluster, (c)
demonstrates collision avoidance performance of turtlebot, using
onboard computation. These show sky-features of robot pipelines.
(d) shows traditional pipeline and improved pipeline in EMS®. It
consists of training 64 policies, testing the trained policies, and
deploying the best policy on turtlebot. Specifically, the cluster can
afford parallel training for a maximum of 16 policies within 20
minutes and the other 48 are scheduled on aws or the same cluster.
The testing tasks are both scheduled on the cluster and deployments
are on turtlebot’s onboard computation in 20 minutes.

scientific methods for modern robotics research: mathemat-
ical analysis and physical experimentation. Compared to
massive computational experiments, mathematical analysis
can not be conducted in many realistic settings since it
generally requires stylized simplification of formal models,
while physical experimentation is not applicable on larger
scales due to its expensiveness in time and budget. To
implement the massive computation strategy, the most crucial
step is to develop an experiment management system [41].

Though some general-purpose experiment management
systems have been developed [41]–[43], they are not directly
applicable to modern robotics research due to the challenge
that a sophisticated intelligent robot pipeline generally re-
quires the usage of heterogeneous computational resources
ranging from edge devices, on-premise deployment, public
cloud, etc. In contrast, most existing systems are cluster or
cloud-specific. To illustrate the multi-cloud nature of data-



driven robotics applications, we consider an example of
developing a reinforcement learning-based retail navigation
robot. In this application, data collection should be run in an
edge robot network, the decision model could be deployed
on some public cloud (e.g., AWS, GCP, Azure), while the
very intensive data storage has better to be on some on-
premise cluster due to the budget concern. In this scenario,
developers need to repeatedly transfer data between different
components in the pipeline. More sky-based pipelines are
illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 2. An overview of EMS®. EMS® enables sky-based pipeline
orchestration. It consists of three layers: (i) Computation man-
agement layer abstracting clouds computing and selecting cloud
on which various jobs are supposed to run on; (ii) Dependency
management layer managing complex dependency in the pipeline;
(iii) Configuration management layer automatically enumerating
experimental configurations.

To handle the above challenge, we propose
EMS® (Experiment Management System for Robots),
a cloud-enable massive computational experiment
management system for robotics research (See Figure
2 for more details). Unlike most existing experiment
management systems [44]–[51] which are specific to a
particular cloud or cluster environment, EMS® supports a
full-fledged orchestration of sky-based experiment pipelines,
enabling different clouds or clusters to run various stages
of a robotics research pipeline. In particular, the system
provides a highly sophisticated abstraction of the underlying
computation platforms such that researchers only need
to change one line of code to run the experiment across
different computation environments, without worrying about
the data transfer and cloud service interface. In addition,
EMS® automatically optimizes resource allocation according
to given time and budget constraints.

The EMS® architecture consists of three abstraction lay-
ers, shown in Figure 2. (i) A sky-based computation layer
providing a unified and easy-to-use API for submitting,
monitoring, and canceling massive-scale computational jobs.
This layer abstracts out the implementation details of all
computing resources to free higher-level layers from the
perceived complexity of using different cloud services. (ii) A
dependency management layer using a DAG (directed acyclic
graph) representation to orchestrate a task pipeline within
an experiment. This layer features a sophisticated version
controller which allows us to best reuse results from pre-
vious experiments. (iii) A configuration management layer
providing a unified configuration programming interface to

manage and optimize the schedule of massive amount of
computational experiments. Such a layered design makes
computational robotics research more efficient and scalable.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II in-
troduces work related to cloud robotics and experiment man-
agement system. Section III illustrates EMS®architecture and
discusses some implementation detail. Section IV demon-
strates experimental results on the improved productivity,
reproducibility, and scalability of EMS®.

II. RELATED WORK

This section summarizes related work on experiment man-
agement system and cloud robotics system.

Experiment management system. An experiment man-
agement system [52] is a software stack that automates the
process of experimental job management, output harvesting,
data analysis, reporting, and publication of code and data.
Some general-purpose experiment management systems in-
clude ClsterJob [41], codalab [42], pywren [43], Kubernetes
batch [53], and AWS batch [54]. They facilitate researchers
to conduct million-CPU-hour experiments in a painless and
reproducible way. The most relevant works to this paper
are the machine-learning pipeline management systems [55].
Such systems fall into two categories: (i) machine learning
pipeline management service from a cloud provider, like
AWS sagemaker [44], Microsoft Azure ML [45], and GCP
MLops [46]. (ii) automatic installation packages on general
bare-metal servers, including Ray Job [48], Kubeflow [47],
TensorFlow Extended (TFX) [56], MLlib [49], MetaFLow
[57], and ScikitLearn [58]. Though significant progress has
been made, these systems are not designed for robotics
research which requires heterogeneous computational re-
sources. To bridge this gap, EMS® resorts to a sky-based
pipeline orchestration framework.

Cloud robotics system. A cloud robotics system uses
cloud resources to enable greater memory, computational
power, and interconnectivity for robotics applications. Early
works focus on facilitating the seamless integration of robot
and edge devices into both on-premises clusters and public
cloud services [59]–[63]. Specifically, DAvinCi [64] imple-
ments a software framework on the Hadoop cluster to scale
robotic development and RoboFlow [50] is a cloud-based
workflow management system orchestrating the pipelines on
Kubernetes cluster. FetchCore [65] and Formant [66] robotics
build web-based robot management systems, automating
monitoring and controlling robotics. To leverage the power
of public clouds, RoboEarth [67] and Rapyuta [68] propose a
system architecture, enabling robots to delegate their intense
computational tasks to the Amazon cloud service. FogRos
[69], [70] automates robotics deployment on public cloud
and SmartCloud [71] facilitates robot interactions with public
cloud services. Honda [72] proposes a serverless architecture
for service robot management systems on AWS and Robo-
maker [73] provides a cloud-based simulation service for
scaling robotic applications. Most of these systems focus on
robot deployment. In contrast, EMS® focuses on massive
experiment management.



III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION

The EMS® architecture consists of thee abstraction layers:
(i) a computation management layer expressing sky-based
computation, (ii) a dependency management layer providing
sky-based pipeline orchestration, and (iii) a configuration
management layer enumerating experimental configurations.
Though EMS® is fully generic and applicable to any robotics
application, we describe the system using a turtlebot pipeline,
with the hope of making the system more accessible to
the audience. The pipeline consists of four tasks (training
collision avoidance policy using PPO, two testing, and de-
ployment on a real robot).

EMS® uses sky computing for pipeline orchestration. In
particular, it exploits an intercloud broker to optimally medi-
ate multi-cloud computing by abstracting away the deploy-
ment details of the underlying clouds. This is different from
the two related types of multi-cloud solutions. One is parti-
tioned multi-cloud enabling different corporate teams to run
their workloads on different clouds or on-premise clusters.
The other is portable multi-cloud enabling the same applica-
tion to run on multiple clouds. Examples include many third-
party cloud applications (e.g. Confluent [74], Databricks
[75], Snowflake [76], Trifacta [77] ), uniform low inter-
face across multiple clouds (e.g. Kubernetes [78], Google
Anthos [79], Azure ARC [80], AWS Outposts [81]), and
previous sky computing providing uniform infrastructure-
as-a-service for applications [82], [83]. In contrast to these
works, sky computing provides a set of uniform high-level
APIs for different cloud services so that users can split
the experiment pipelines across different clouds. In addition,
the intercloud broker enables selecting different clouds for
job execution while optimizing customized metrics (such
as price or performance). To conduct sky-based pipeline
orchestration, EMS® implements an intercloud broker in the
computation abstraction layer as described in Section III-A.

A. Computation Management Layer

The computation layer features an intercloud broker that
hides all the implementation details of the multi-cloud com-
putation. As shown in Figure 3, the input of the intercloud
broker is a set of computational jobs. It parses the job list
and submits the jobs to cloud services (e.g. AWS batch) or
cluster services (e.g. Kubernetes, Ray Cluster) for execution.
After job submission, it monitors the job output and provides
execution feedback to the parent process. We describe each
job as a Python dataclass object whose attributes include
job name, job resource demand like CPU number, GPU
number, memory size, and job executed commands, target
cloud name. In the turtlebot pipeline, the computation layer
can schedule jobs of training collision avoidance policy on
aws cloud or a private kubernetes cluster. This provides
massive computation to the pipeline.

The intercloud broker consists of the following compo-
nents (1) Job APIs: Job APIs provide a set of unified
interfaces for developers to submit jobs to clouds, monitor
and log running jobs on clouds, and cancel submitted jobs on
clouds. Available APIs are shown in Table I. (2) Optimizer:

Fig. 3. The computation layer architecture. The intercloud broker
consists of the middle two panels. It creates an interface for jobs
and clouds. It takes job descriptions as input and executes jobs on
target clouds.

Given job descriptions, the optimizer generates optimal ex-
ecution plans including moving data to a different region
and selecting service providers. For example, if developers
specify a job on AWS batch, the optimizer determines AWS
batch instance types, numbers, and region (3) Cloud Service
Catalog: This catalog is a list of open service interfaces,
provided by cloud or cluster vendors. The service in this
catalog can be a third-party library like boto3 [84], or a
command line like Azure CLI. (4) Executor: The executor
creates required resources and executes commands on the re-
sources allocated by the optimizer. (5) Data Orchestration:
Data orchestration manages the data related to jobs, like code
folder, raw data, and generated model data. If computation
jobs are launched on the same region as the data, then it
mounts the data-related storage to the instance, executing
jobs. If they are in different regions, it copies the related
data to the job region before launching jobs. (6) Logger:
Loggers keep pulling jobs output from clouds. It provides
real-time job execution status for the parent process.

TABLE I. Description of job APIs.
Job APIs Description

submit job() Submit jobs to clouds. The resource requirement,
execution command lines, conda environment, and
related data storage are specified in the job.json.

status job() List jobs status on the clouds. Status can be submitted,
running, canceled, failed, or succeeded.

cancel job() Cancel jobs on the clouds.
watch job() Pull job output from clouds and print out the content.

B. Dependency Management Layer

Built upon the computation management layer, the depen-
dency management layer orchestrates task pipelines within
one experiment. The architecture is illustrated in Figure 4.
Specifically, this layer takes turtlebot pipeline description as
input, generates a version number and job description for
each task in the pipeline, and then submits the job description
in both sequential and parallel order.

Fig. 4. The dependency management layer, managing a turtlebot
pipeline. Rectangles represent tasks and trapezoids represent version
seed generated from the version controller.

To perform these functions, the dependency management
layer consists of four major components: (1) DAG Represen-
tation: We use a directed acyclic graph (DAG) to represent
the execution dependency between tasks. Each task in the



pipelines describes the computation requirement, source file
location, and dependency tasks. (2) Pipeline Orchestra-
tor: Given a DAG representation, the pipeline orchestrator
generates job descriptions for each task and determines the
execution order. It also detects the last modification time of
the related data files in each task. If the detected time is
later than the last task execution time, it submits the job
for execution, otherwise, it keeps the previous results. (3)
Version Controller: Version Controller tracks every pipeline
experiment metadata like code, data, timing information, and
pipeline results. It generates a version number for each task
in the pipeline, which changes if the pipeline name or task
name or task dependency changes. The version number is
used as a directory name, which is created for saving all
relevant information about the task.

C. Configuration Management Layer

Built upon the dependency management layer, the config-
uration management layer features a flexible programming
interface for users to specify the whole configuration space
for massive computational experiments. It specifies the set
of pipelines along with configurations, serving as the input
to the dependency management layer. It is also responsible
for harvesting the results from all the executed pipelines
for downstream analytics. To manage massive computational
experiments, we need to frequently modify and automatically
generate the configurations. We implement a configuration
manager to handle this task.

Fig. 5. The configuration management layer, managing a turtlebot
pipeline. Given pipeline representation and search space of config-
urations, the algorithm module suggests configurations to pipelines,
and the analyzer module finds the configuration with the best metric.

As shown in Figure 5, the configuration layer consists of
three components. (i) The configuration component provides
a flexible programming interface for users to describe the
search space. Like hyperparameters of models (batch size
or learning rate). Given configuration space and pipeline,
algorithm, and analyzer component together automates the
process of running pipelines. (ii) The algorithm component
generates and schedules configurations for pipelines accord-
ing to the given search space. (iii) The analyzer component
aims at finding the best configurations for the pipelines.

D. System Implementation

The implementation of the computation layer, the depen-
dency management layer, and the configuration management
layer comprises 92% in Python, 5% in Rust, and 3% in
Shell scripts. Specifically, the computation layer abstracts
three clouds, including AWS batch service, Ray Cluster
service, and Kubernetes Cluster Service. We set up Ray
Cluster and Kubernetes Cluster on two on-premise clusters
and connect them with real robots. To access cloud service
and cluster service, we use AWS Boto3 library, Kubernetes

command lines, and Ray Job/Core APIs. For transferring data
between different clouds, we use network filesystems like
AWS EFS and SSHFS to mount data from different clouds.
Then, for the dependency management layer, we exploit
Python Hashlib to manage tasks in pipelines. To perform
scalable configuration searching, we exploit Ray library to
run, monitor, and analyze pipelines.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We exploit EMS® to develop an offline reinforcement
learning(RL) pipeline for training mobile robot navigation
policy and demonstrate its productivity, scalability, and
reproducibility. Also, we develop three realistic robotics
applications to demonstrate that EMS® is applicable to
numerous intelligent robots. In particular, we aim to answer
the following questions: (1) How well does EMS® improve
productivity and scalability upon an evaluation baseline? (2)
What advantages do the computation layer, dependency man-
agement layer, and configuration management layer provide
for EMS®? (3) Is it difficult to connect EMS® ’s applicability
to robotics?

A. Experiment Setting

We train a decision transformer [85] based robot agent
in the Four Rooms environment of Gym Minigrid [86],
where the agent navigates in a maze composed of four rooms
interconnected by four gaps in the walls. We implement the
problem using a four-task pipeline. Firstly, a data acquisition
task that applies PPO [87] to interact with the Four Rooms
environment to collect data. Secondly, a data preprocessing
task which transforms collected data (represented by state,
action, reward) into a trajectory representation. Thirdly,
a model training task that trains a decision transformer
model using one hyperparameter set (experiment seed, head
number, and embedding size) of the transformer model.
Fourthly, an evaluation task that evaluates the trained model
in the Four Rooms environments over 100 goals and reports
accumulated rewards of the model in each goal. More details
are referred to in the original paper [85]. We implement
EMS® on four cloud computing environments: the AWS
Batch computing, a Kubernetes cluster, a Ray cluster, and
a robot cluster. To make consistent benchmarks, we deploy
all these environments on the AWS EC2 p3.8xlarge (Ubuntu
20.04) instances1. To simulate a multi-cloud setting, we
deploy the four computing clusters in four different AWS
VPCs and connect them through AWS site-to-site VPN.

B. Overall Performance

We run a robotics daily routine pipeline on three systems
(Naive, Single-cloud EMS, EMSR) and compare their pro-
ductivity, scalability, and reproducibility. Specifically, Naive
runs decision transformer’s original code from [85] on one
AWS EC2 p3.8xlarge instance. Single cloud-EMS runs the
robotic pipeline in the subsectionIV-A using EMS® but only
enabling AWS batch computing. EMSR is the full-fledged
implementation of EMS®. We use these systems to run

1We also use the same instance for AWS Batch job submission



16 pipelines at the beginning of every hour from 1:00 pm
to 10:00 pm. Each pipeline conducts model training with
different hyperparameters (experiment seed, head number,
and embedding size) using 1 GPU, and reports the averaged
time duration, money cost, and evaluation reward of pipelines
every hour. In addition, we use three systems to repeatedly
run the pipeline at 2:00 pm multiple times (8, 16, 24, 32)
within one hour and report the averaged time duration and
money cost, evaluation reward of pipelines.

We collect 3 evaluation metrics: (i) We measure pro-
ductivity by total output and total input where total input
is the averaged money cost and duration time of running
pipelines, and total output is averaged evaluation reward
of running pipelines. Given the same total output, less
total input means more productivity. (ii) We measure scala-
bility by money cost and duration time of different pipeline
frequency, which is the total number of pipeline runs within
one hour. (iii) We measure reproducibility by the evaluation
reward of running pipelines. Moreover, the money cost
on simulated on-premise devices is considered free and not
counted towards instance hours2.

Fig. 6. Productivity of EMS® in a robotics daily routine pipeline.
We run the pipeline every 1 hour from 1:00 pm to 10:00 pm and
report the pipeline duration in (a), the cost in (b), and evaluation
rewards in (c). The blue line and bar represent EMS®, implemented
on an on-premise cluster and AWS batch service. The green line
and bar represent single-cloud EMS, implemented by EMS® only
enabling AWS batch service. The orange line and bar represent the
naive pipeline, implemented on one EC2 instance. As expected,
EMS® requires less time and cost than the other methods.

Fig. 7. Scalibility and reproducibility of EMS® in a robotics daily
routine pipeline. We run different number of pipelines every hour
and report averaged duration in (a), averaged cost in (b), averaged
evaluation rewards in (c). The blue line and bar represents EMS®,
implemented on an on-premise cluster and AWS batch service. The
green line and bar represents single-cloud EMS, implemented on
EMS® only enabling AWS batch service. As expected, EMS® re-
quires less time and cost for running the same number of pipelines
than the others. Also, EMS® reproduces the model performance by
running the pipeline multiple times.

We reports producitivity in Figure 6, and reports scali-
bility and reproducibility in Figure 7. We highlight three
key findings: (1) EMS® improves the productivity of naive
approach and single cloud-based system due to its sky-based
architecture. Single-cloud EMS’s cost is lower than Naive

2In reality, there is a tiny cost on maintaining the on-premise cluster,
but this detail does not change the main conclusion drawn from these
experiments.

since its version controller in the dependency manage layer
enables reducing duration by recycling the data preprocess-
ing (2) EMS® has the highest scalability due to its sky-based
computation layer optimizes the cost by scheduling pipeline
on an on-premise device (3) EMS® reproduces the pipeline
results with different number of pipeline runs.

C. Performance Gain from Each of the Abstraction Layers

Computation layer. A key benefit of the sky-based
computation layer is to allow EMS® to scale jobs while
maintaining low time duration and money cost. In Figure
8a and Figure 8b, we evaluate this ability on parallel work-
loads of empty jobs, where each job requests 1 CPU hour.
Compared with 3 existing job management systems (AWS-
Batch, Kubernetes-Batch, Ray-Job), we observe that the total
time duration of EMS® near-perfectly stays the same when
the total number of jobs increases. This is due to the sky-
based computation leveraging public computing for parallel-
jobs scheduling. Since Kubernetes-batch and Ray-job are
deployed on an EC2 instance with only 96 CPU cores to
schedule the job, the time increases linearly with respect to
the number of jobs. In Figure 8b, we observe that the instance
hours of the computation layer are lower than the others. This
is due to the sophisticated data orchestrator reducing the time
of resource transfer.

Fig. 8. Scalability of computation layer in EMS®. We report total
time duration in (a) and total instance hours of jobs in (b) with
increasing job numbers. We also report single job time duration
with increasing data size of jobs in (c). The blue line represents
the computation layer, the red line represents the AWS Batch
computing, the purple line represents the Kubernetes Batch job and
the brown line represents Ray Job. The computing environment of
Kubernetes Batch job and Ray Job is set up with mounted data
volumes.

Another benefit of the computation layer is the ability to
scale the dataset size of a job while maintaining a low time
duration. In Figure 8c, we see that EMS®’s job duration
almost stays the same even dataset size of the job increases.
Compared to Ray-job, it outperforms in two magnitudes of
order. The data orchestrator utilizes a networked file system
to mount the source file to the jobs and this reduces the total
data transfer time.

Dependency management layer. To evaluate the perfor-
mance of the dependency layer, we track the data prepro-
cessing time of the pipeline experiment from Section IV-B
and compare it with Naive. In Figure 10a, we observe that
the time of EMS® stays almost the same with the dataset size
increases while Naive increases linearly. This is because the
version controller of EMS® tracks preprocessed results from
the previous pipeline runs and the new pipeline only spends
time on the newly arrived data from the data collection task.

Also, the dependency management layer brings EMS® the
ability to schedule sky-based pipeline as demonstrated in



Fig. 9. Statics of three case studies - bipedal walking, motion planning of a 7-dof robot arm, and collision avoidance of turtlebot. In (a),
we report the average score of pipelines under different configurations (4,16,64). The score of bipedal and turtlebot is normalized reward
and the score of the robot arm is normalized path cost. We also report the number of code lines for adapting naive implementation into
EMS® and the time duration in hours of 64 pipeline execution.

Fig. 10. Performance of the pipeline management layer in EMS®. In
(a), we report the data preprocessing duration of pipelines running
on different time frames. In (b), we also report the evaluation
score and deployment score of the trained models in pipelines. (c)
illustrates the experiment setting of (b), where the evaluation cloud
and deployment cloud is different. From left to right in (d), they
are Four Rooms, Door Keys, Simple Crossing and Lava Crossing,
Dynamics Obstacle Avoidance.

Figure 10b, allowing us to evaluate models on one cloud
(VPC1) and deploy the models on another cloud (VPC2).

Configuration management layer. The configuration
management layer is important for hyperparameter search
in many data-driven workloads.We run the same pipeline in
Section IV-B for five different tasks, as shown in Figure
10d. Specifically, for each task, we search configuration
among 1, 8, 16, 32, and 64 sets of hyperparameters, which
are head number, layer number, embedding size, activation
functions, batch size, and experiment seeds for the decision
transformer model. For each set, we report the best model
evaluation reward among the hyperparameters. We report the
average evaluation reward and variance of the performance
on 100 goals in Table II and observe that a larger amount of
hyperparameters delivers better-performed models.
TABLE II. Best evaluation score of decision transformer models in

different hyperparameter number.
Number Four Rooms Door Keys Simple Crossing Lava Crossing Dynamic Obstacles

1 0.460± 0.03 0.892± 0.08 0.789± 0.28 0.798± 0.01 0.654± 0.11
8 0.481± 0.05 0.934± 0.05 0.820± 0.12 0.855± 0.02 0.685± 0.09
16 0.520± 0.03 0.954± 0.07 0.824± 0.11 0.909± 0.03 0.720± 0.12
32 0.523± 0.02 0.953± 0.08 0.850± 0.10 0.920± 0.03 0.719± 0.08
64 0.524± 0.03 0.960± 0.02 0.888± 0.12 0.920± 0.02 0.722± 0.10

D. Case Studies

We exploited EMS® to develop three data-driven robotics
applications. (i) Developing collision avoidance policy of

turtlebot robot. This pipeline consists of training collision
avoidance policy in Stage simulation [88] with PPO, testing
in stage, and deployment on a real robot [89]. (ii) Developing
motion planning policy of a 7-dof robot arm in OpenRave
simulation. This pipeline consists of collecting datasets in
OpenRave [90] with BIT* [91], training NEXT [92] motion
plan policy, and testing in simulation. (iii) Developing a
bipedal walking policy. We model Flame robot [93], [94]
in pybullet [95], train walking policy using PPO, and testing
policy in pybullet. The details of these implementation are
referred to in paper [26], [91], [96], [97]. Specifically, the
naive implementation of these applications can only leverage
computation on a AWS EC2 instance of p3.8xlarge and
EMS® integration can leverage AWS batch computation to
run pipelines. Each running pipeline of them has one con-
figuration and requires resource of one p3.8xlarge instance.

In the experiment, we run 4,16,64 pipelines with different
configurations(seed, batch size. and learning rate) and report
average score, total execution time and code line number in
Figure 9. As shown in subfigure 9a, the average score is
higher with more configuration of pipelines, which justifies
the importance of massive computation in EMS®. Also,
subfigure 9b shows that adapting existing robotic applications
EMS® only requires a few of code lines, which implies
that EMS® is applicable to numerous intelligent robotics
applications. Then we compare the time cost of EMS® with
naive implementation and demonstrate the less time cost of
EMS® than the naive with the same pipeline workloads.

V. CONCLUSION

We propose EMS®, a cloud-enabled massive computa-
tional experiment management system supporting massive
data-driven robotic routine experiments. By exploiting it
to develop an offline reinforcement learning pipeline for
mobile robot navigation, we demonstrate the scalability,
reproducibility, and productivity of EMS®. Then, we show
that EMS® is applicable to numerous data-driven robotics
applications, through three realistic robot examples. Future
works will consider developing more sophisticated methods
to optimize the cost of computation scheduling and integrate
EMS®with a robotic deployment system in a continuous
integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) fashion.
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